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Abstract. In this paper we investigate the role of user emotions in
human-machine goal-oriented conversations. There has been a growing
interest in predicting emotions from acted and non-acted spontaneous
speech. Much of the research work has gone in determining what are
the correct labels and improving emotion prediction accuracy. In this
paper we evaluate the value of user emotional state towards a computational model of emotion processing. We consider a binary representation
of emotions (positive vs. negative) in the context of a goal-driven conversational system. For each human-machine interaction we acquire the
temporal emotion sequence going from the initial to the ﬁnal conversational state. These traces are used as features to characterize the user
state dynamics. We ground the emotion traces by associating its patterns
to dialog strategies and their eﬀectiveness. In order to quantify the value
of emotion indicators, we evaluate their predictions in terms of speech
recognition and spoken language understanding errors as well as task
success or failure. We report results on the 11.5K dialog corpus samples
from the How may I Help You? corpus.

1

Introduction

In the past few years, there has been a growing interest in the speech and language research community in understanding the paralinguistic channel in humanmachine communication. The paralinguistic component includes such information as speaker’s age, gender, speaking rate and state. In this paper we are going
to address the latter, that is the emotional state of users engaged in goal oriented
human-machine dialogs.
In goal-oriented human machine communication the user might display diﬀerent states due to prior conditions (e.g. previous attempts at solving the task) or
poor machine cooperativeness in acknowledging and/or solving a problem (e.g.
machine misunderstanding) or poor reward (e.g. the dialog is not successful).
Prior conditions aﬀect the user state in a way that can be detrimental or beneﬁcial to the outcome of the interaction. Being able to detect users’ emotional
state is crucial and would require to be able to know or estimate the profile
of the user. Cooperativeness in a human-machine dialog allows the machine to
elicit important task-related information at the early stages of the interaction
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and/or resolve problematic turns due to speech recognition, understanding and
language generation performance. The outcome of the interaction will impact
the ﬁnal user state which will probably re-emerge later in time.
In this paper we analyze the role of emotions in human-machine dialogs by
grounding them into the action-reaction traces of human-machine dynamics.
Previous work emphasis has been on detecting and predicting emotion (positive/negative) states [1,2,3]. This paper is aimed at analyzing the eﬀect of emotional patterns and its impact on machine reactions and performance. The fundamental issues we are going to address are:
– The impact of the user state on machine’s dialog strategies.
– The impact of the user state on machine’s performance.
– The impact of the user prior conditions on future state transitions.
The measures used to quantify the impact are done along two dimensions.
The ﬁrst is machine accuracy in recognizing, understanding and managing user’s
spoken input. We show that user state has serious eﬀect on the accuracy of stateof-the-art models which are based on statistical models (speech recognition and
understanding) or hand-crafted machine action strategies (dialog manager). The
second dimension is based on the success or failure of the user-machine dialog
in accomplishing the user’s task. While the granularity of the ﬁrst dimension is
at the utterance or sub-dialog level the second dimension is a measure of the
complete sequence of user-machine exchanges.
As most of thestate-of-the-art spoken dialog systems, the current system is
emotionless. Thus the analysis that will be carried out in this paper will aim at
exposing the emotional component of the user state in such class of conversational
machines. The ultimate goal is to provide a set of parameters or machine actions
that could beneﬁt from using emotion indicators.
We provide a statistical analysis based on the How May I Help You? spoken
dialog database [4]. The database includes transcriptions of spoken utterances,
transcriptions of system prompts, semantic tags (user intent or calltype) estimated by the machine and labeled by a human, dialog acts and manually labeled
emotion tags. In the following section we describe the database, its annotation
labels and protocol. In Sections 3, 4, 5 we quantify the relations between emotion
patterns, machine behavior and performance respectively.

2

The How May I Help You? Spoken Dialog System

“How May I Help You?SM ”, AT&T’s natural language human-computer spoken dialog system, enables callers to interact verbally with an automated agent.
Users may ask for their account balance, help with calling rates and plans, explanations of bill charges, or identiﬁcation of numbers on bills that they do not
recognize. The machine is expected to understand their requests and route them
to the correct information. If the system wants to conﬁrm or clarify a customer’s
response, the dialog manager asks for more information; if it is still not clear,
it routes the caller to a service representative. Speech data from the deployed
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System:
User:
System:
User:
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How may I help you?
I need to ﬁnd out about a number that I don’t recognize.
Would you like to look up a number you don’t recognize on your bill?
Yes I would.
Are you calling from your home phone?
Yes I am.
...
Fig. 1. Sample dialog from the HMIHY Corpus

“How May I Help You?SM ” system has been compiled into a corpus referred to
as HMIHY [4,5]. Figure 1 presents the transcription of an example dialog from
the corpus.
In the HMIHY spoken dialog system the machine is trained to perform large
vocabulary Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) based on state-of-the-art statistical models [6]. The input spoken utterance is modeled as a sequence of
acoustic and lexical hidden events (acoustic and language models). The word
sequence output from the ASR module is then parsed to determine the user
intent (calltype) using robust parsing algorithms [4]. This spoken language understanding (SLU) step provides a posterior probability distribution over the set
of intents. While the speech recognition and robust parsing models are trained
oﬀ-line, the posterior distribution is computed on-line from the spoken input.
The posterior probabilities are used by the Dialog Manager (DM) to infer the
most appropriate system dialog act. The algorithm used by the DM is heuristicbased and partially domain-dependent. The DM algorithm principle is designed
to cope with ASR and SLU errors and converge to a dialog ﬁnal state [7].
2.1

System Performance Metrics

The ASR performance is evaluated using the standard word error rate (WER)
measure. The SLU performance is evaluated using top class error rate (TCER),
which is the percentage of utterances where the top-scoring calltype output of
SLU is not among the true call-types labeled by a human. In order to evaluate
the dialog level performance, three labelers labeled a 747 dialog subset of the
HMIHY corpus with three labels: Task Failure, Task Success, and Other. The
labelers were given the instructions to label each dialog with one of these labels,
using the prompt transcriptions, user response transcriptions, system call-types,
and human labeler call-types for each utterance. We used the ﬁrst 100 dialogs
in order to compare the errors and strategies among the three labelers, and
converge to stable annotation guidelines. In the comparisons in this paper, we
only use the following 647 dialogs. For the initial 100 dialogs, Cohen’s Kappa
statistic was 0.42 for the three labelers, and for the ﬁnal 647 dialogs it was 0.52,
showing an improvement in the labeling guidelines.
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Corpus Description and Annotation

We have annotated the HMIHY corpus in two phases. In the ﬁrst phase [8],
5,147 user turns were sampled from 1,854 HMIHY spoken dialogs and annotated with one of seven emotional states: positive/neutral, somewhat frustrated,
very frustrated, somewhat angry, very angry, somewhat other negative, very other
negative. Cohen’s Kappa statistic, measuring inter-labeler agreement, was calculated using this data set. A score of 0.32 was reported using the full emotion
label set whereas a score of 0.42 was observed when the classes were collapsed
to positive/neutral versus other. The small emotion label set is not equivalent to
the larger one, but it provides us with more consistently labeled data.
In the ﬁrst phase we have encountered a high degree of variability (with
respect to the number of labels) and unreliability (annotator agreement). In the
second phase we have quantized the emotion labels into two labels, tokenized
the corpus in terms of complete dialogs and increased the size of the corpus to
11,506 complete dialogs (40,551 user turns). Each new user turn was labeled
with one of the emotion labels mentioned above. We used this expanded corpus
labeled with positive versus negative user states for the experiments presented in
this paper. In 8,691 dialogs, all turns are labeled as positive, and 2,815 dialogs
have at least one turn labeled as negative. 35,734 of the user turns are labeled
as positive, and the rest (4,817) of the user turns are labeled as negative.

3

Emotions and Machine Behavior

In modeling the user state s(t) we assume that there is a component dependent
on prior conditions and a component dependent on the dynamic performance
of the human-machine interaction. In the next sections, we investigate the relations between each component and user transcriptions, semantic and dialog
annotations. For each component we evaluate the eﬀect on system behavior and
performance. The number of positive (negative) state labels in a complete dialog
trace will be indicated with p (n). The value of a state label s(t) at time t (i.e.,
turn t + 1) is 0 (1) for positive (negative) labels.
3.1

Empirical Distributions over Time

As most of the current state-of-the-art spoken dialog systems, the HMIHY system is emotionless both from the input (detection) and output (generation) side.
The DM representation of the user state is deﬁned only in terms of dialog act or
expected user intent. On the hand, in the following analysis we investigate how
the observed emotional component of the user state impacts such a system.
The ﬁrst question that we address is on the state probability over time to
be in a negative state. During the interaction the machine processes noisy input
(e.g., speech recognition errors) and makes an estimate of the noise level. There
are two types of DM strategies that would exploit this noise estimate at each
turn (intent posterior probability). The ﬁrst is to assume that the information
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Fig. 2. Percentage of negative turns over time (turn number) within a dialog. The
histogram is truncated at t = 7.

acquired is correct and act accordingly. The second is to assume the input is not
correct (partially or totally) and apply an error recovery DM strategy.
Fig 2 shows the percentage of spoken utterances with negative emotions over
time (dialog turns). The monotonic increase of P (s(t) = 1) over the course of
the dialog can be explained in two diﬀerent ways. First, at each turn there is a
non-zero probability of misrecognizing and/or misunderstanding the user1 . The
system reacts to these errors by acting on it (e.g. using error recovery strategies)
or ignoring them (e.g. asking the user to conﬁrm the wrong intent). Second, there
is a compounding eﬀect on the user tendency to remain (with higher probability)
in the negative state once it has been reached.
This behavior shows user tolerance to system errors is not time independent.
DM strategies should take into account the current user state, emotion indicators
as well as its history. As we will see in section 4, user state is a good predictor
of system performance as well. Thus we might expect that a rising percentage of
negative turns might be due to highly correlated variables such as user tolerance
to system errors and to system over-reactions (e.g. inﬂated error-recovery subdialogs).
From Fig. 2 we infer how critical it is to engage the user into a positive
state early on. Thus, we need to know also when (t̄) to ﬁre a speciﬁc DM
action. In order to estimate the time t̄ we have sampled a subset of all dialogs that contained at least one negative turn. We have then computed the
probability that a negative state occurs at time t = t̄ when preceding turns
are all positively biased. In Fig. 3 we plot the estimate for the probability
P (t = t̄|s(1) = 0, . . . , s(t̄ − 1) = 0, s(t̄) = 1).
From Fig. 3 we observe that, for those users that are bound to be in a negative
state, the transition from positive to negative state will occur most likely early
in the dialog. Such statistics could be exploited by the DM to calibrate the most
1

The average WER is 27.7% and TCER is 16.3%
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Fig. 3. Empirical estimate of time for transition probability (P (t = t̄|s(s(1) =
0, . . . , s(t̄ − 1) = 0, s(t̄) = 1), of going into a negative user state, knowing that the
user will change state in the next turn. The histogram is truncated at t = 6.

likely turn to ﬁre strategies that are user state dependent. In the next section
we will estimate the DM strategy distributions over the negative and positive
labels and elaborate on state dependent DM actions.
3.2

Machine Actions

Another side eﬀect of either poor system performance or inability to detect
complete user state is the time it takes to complete the domain task. In Table 1 we
give diﬀerent statistics for the average length of the human-machine interactions.
It is evident that the negative user responses will increase the dialog length by up
to 30%. As the number of turns increase, it will lead to an increased probability
of turning the user into a negative state (see Figure 2).
Table 1. The average dialog length in number of user turns for various conditions
p ≥ 1 n ≥ 1 s(0) = 0 s(0) = 0
n=0
n ≥ 1 s(tf ) = 1
Dialog 3.2
4.4
4.6
4.4
Length

Table 2 gives for each machine dialog act such as Reprompt, Confirmation, Closing and Error Recovery the distribution of negative user reactions. Most Confirmation moves occur when the system is conﬁdent (high intent posterior probability).
Closing actions usually lead to either the end of the user dialog engagement or a
transfer to a domain specialist or an automated system. Both Confirmation and
Closing receive positive feedback from the user point of view. Reprompt and Error
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Recovery are machine actions geared towards recovery of speech recognition and
understanding errors. Reprompt actions are used at the very beginning of the interaction following the “How may I help you?” prompt. From Table 2 is evident
that although most of the time the reprompt succeeds in maintaining the user in a
positive state, almost 25% of the times it has a negative eﬀect. A more compelling
evidence of the negative eﬀect is for two diﬀerent error recovery strategies ((1) and
(2) in Tab. 2 ). The two strategies diﬀer for the prompt text realization and their usage over time. The relative frequency of occurrence turn numbers for each prompt
is depicted in Figure 4. The second recovery strategy usually occurs later in the dialog and receives the largest negative responses among all DM actions. From Table 2
we observe that the second error recovery is penalized by achieving a poor feedback
from the user.

4

Emotions and Machine Performance

In this section we quantify the impact of the user state on the performance of
the spoken dialog both at the utterance level and in terms of the overall task
success.
We randomly split the initial set of utterances into a training (35K) and a
test set (5K). The test set has 1, 344 utterances labeled as having a negative user
state, and 3, 656 utterances labeled as having a positive user state. We trained
ASR models and SLU models on the training set annotated with transcriptions
and 65 user intentions. For the ASR models we trained state-of-the-art acoustic
and language models [6] and achieved test set WER of 27.7%. For the user calltypes we trained a multi-class classiﬁer based on the boosting algorithm [9]. We
ran 1100 iterations and achieved an average of TCER 16.3%. In Table 3 we
compute the word error rates for the two set of utterances with negative and
positive emotion labels. There is a large gap in performance between the two
classes (22% relative WER increase). This might be due to the indirect eﬀect of
Error Recovery (1)
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Fig. 4. Histograms (over time) for the two diﬀerent Error Recovery strategies (1) and
(2) in Tab. 2
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Fig. 5. Empirical estimate of the posterior probability P (s(t) = 1|ci ) for call-type ci
(only the posterior probabilities of a subset of the 65 call-types is shown)

increasing the utterance length (see Table 2). We observe a similar pattern for
the spoken language understanding task. This task is deﬁned as the classiﬁcation
of user utterances at each turn, into one or more intent labels [4]. The increased
classiﬁcation error rate is due to the known limitations of SLU to handle long
utterances [10]. These results support the ﬁnding that emotion predictors could
be used to improve the prediction of word or classiﬁcation error rate. Similarly,
we might expect that the topic or intent of the user could be predictive of the
user’s emotional state. In Figure 5 we plot the posterior probability of having a
negative user turn P (s(t) = 1|ci ) for the most frequent call-types, ci . Most of the
semantic tag posterior probabilities fall below the prior probability P (s(t) = 1),
while a small set are signiﬁcantly higher. The highest posterior corresponds to
the request for help, as can be expected.
While WER and TCER provide an utterance-based system performance
metric, dialog level metrics factor in the overall success of DM strategies in
Table 2. Utterance length (words) of spoken input, system performance in recognizing and understanding spoken utterances. Average error rates are computed for the
negative and positive/neutral label partitions of the test set (Overall).
Sentence WER (%) TCER (%)
Length
(in words)
Neutral
7.9
24.8
14.7
State
Negative
15.5
31.8
25.1
State
Overall
9.9
27.7
16.3
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Table 3. The percentage of negative and positive states in response to various types
of prompts (machine dialog acts)
Positive Negative
State (%) State (%)
Reprompt
75.5
24.5
Error Recovery (1)
74.0
26.0
Error Recovery (2)
58.8
41.2
Conﬁrmation
85.9
14.1
Closing
88.5
11.5

accomplishing the task. On the subset (647 dialogs) of the test set we have computed task success (failure) statistics and their association with diﬀerent emotion
traces. In Table 4 we show that there is a strong correlation between users consistently in positive state (n = 0) and task success (ﬁrst column). Similarly, the
ﬁnal state (tf ) of the dialog’s being negative (s(tf ) = 1) is a strong indicator of
task failure. These statistics could be used to estimate prior conditions in the
case of repeat-users. A sporadic transition into a negative state (second column,
n ≥ 1) does not necessarily correlate with the success (or failure) of the task
completion. However, if the initial state of the user is positive and the user moves
into a negative state, this is a strong indicator of task failure. The last two emotion trace statistics support the relevance of prior conditions in modeling the
user state.
Table 4. Task success (failure) performance of the machine over diﬀerent user state
statistics
n = 0 n ≥ 1 s(0) = 0 s(0) = 0
n ≥ 1 s(tf ) = 1
Task 70.7% 42.3% 38.9%
29.8%
Success
Task 29.3% 57.7% 61.1%
70.2%
Failure

5

Prior Conditions

Prior conditions refer to the user state being polarized negatively or positively
prior to the user-machine interaction (t = 1). While the initial state might
depend on a variety of causes directly or indirectly related to the actual user
goal, it can greatly aﬀect the expected user behavior and consequently impact
the machine performance. In Fig. 2 we plot the histogram of negative state labels
over time (turn) as the user-machine interaction proceeds within a dialog. At
t = 1 the user is prompted with opening prompt (How May I Help You?) and
state statistics show that 5% of users are negatively biased. The state dynamics
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Fig. 6. Bar chart with percentage of negative/positive labels at each turn (t ≥ 2) when
s(1) = 0. The complement to 100% for each bin is the percentage of users that exit
through the ﬁnal dialog state or hang-up.
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Fig. 7. Bar chart with percentage of negative/positive labels at each turn (t ≥ 2) when
s(1) = 1. The complement to 100% for each bin is the percentage of users that exit
through the ﬁnal dialog state or hang-up.

are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent for user groups with s(1) = 0 and s(1) = 1. In Figures 6
and 7 we plot a bar chart with percentage of negative and positive labels for
t > 1 following a positive and negative initial turn, respectively. The complement
to 100% for each bin is the percentage of users that exit through the ﬁnal dialog
state or hang-up. Fig. 7 shows that relative (with respect to positive) percentage
of negative labels is constant in time. Therefore, if the user is in state s(1) = 1
it will be very unlikely (on average) to leave that state, given current system
limitations. From this analysis it becomes evident how important it is to detect
such prior conditions early in the dialog and adapt the machine’s DM strategies
accordingly.

6

Conclusion

In this paper we have investigated the role of emotions in human-machine spoken
dialogs. Emotion levels have been quantized into positive/negative and user state
statistics have been drawn from the How May I Help You? spoken dialog system.
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For each human-machine interaction we have acquired the temporal emotion
sequence going from the initial to the ﬁnal conversational state. These statistical
traces characterize the user state dynamics. We have grounded emotion patterns
into dialog management strategies as well system performance. Our ﬁndings show
that recognizing emotion temporal patterns can be beneﬁcial to improve machine
actions (dialog strategies) as well as to predict system error (ASR and SLU error
rates).
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